
What is new
in FlySky



New Look
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Main menu

Favourite Tab
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Applications Menu

Applications Folder
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Internet Folder

Settings



Division
of games
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Base software contains
143 applications, including 235 interactive exercises

Basic package

91
applications

159
exercises

SEN package

52
applications

76
exercises



BASIC package

Basic packages
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Didactix IT applications are an educational tool, 
they contain different graphic variants to make the use
more attractive. They include the rule „learn by having fun” 
and excercise through expierence.



SEN package

Basic packages
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There is also a SEN methodical guide at the disposal
of therapists and teachers.

Applications use the following methods:
• stimulation,
• proofreading (including the part of teacher, therapist)
• reeducation.
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Additional premium packages

SkyCode 1 SkyCode 2
Interactive 

Backgrounds
Coloring
Books

5 apps
30 exercises

8 apps
48 exercises

10 apps
10 exercises

4 apps
12 exercises

SEN -
Autism

6 apps
6 exercises

Release date
16.09.2022



SkyCode 1&2

Premium packages
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These applications are intended for kids in primary schools –
the variety of games allows to effective learning of coding
at different levels of advancement. Packages include
a full methodological framework (e-book) and YouTube tutorials.



Coloring Books

Premium packages
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Coloring Books do not have any age restriction. They are
intended for everyone. Here, you can feel like an artist! 
Set your imagination free and make something special. 



Interactive Backgrounds

Premium packages
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The package Interactive Backgrounds is the great stimulation
for brain, eyes and ears. There are a lot of colors and elements
connected with sounds. It makes you feel comfortable and relax
but be careful there are also some terrifying applications! 



SEN - Autism

Premium packages
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SEN-Autism package is intended to support
therapy and rehabilitation of kids with autism
spectrum. Exercises include key language
elements: inflection, syntax, semantics.
They have been developed methodically
including natural communication situations
and areas of human activity and various 
interests.
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London Bett Show 2022

FlySky has been chosen the Best Interactive 
Floor by kids in the KidsJudgeBett
at the world's leading education technology 
show London Bett Show 2022!


